New deposit method will be available in the middle of September 2017.
<Deposit at convenient stores and Pay-easy ATM and by bank deposit card>
This is to announce that 3 new deposit methods will be started, in addition to the current deposit method by
bank transfer. Until now PayForex overseas transfer service has been only through bank transfer, but 3 new
methods will be introduced in order that the deposit can more easily be made; deposit at convenient stores and
Pay-easy ATM and by SMBC deposit card.
Usefulness<deposit at convenient stores and Pay-easy ATM and by bank deposit card>
*Deposit can easily be made at convenient stores nearby, or at Pay-easy ATM.
*You do not have to wait at bank counter.
*Deposit is immediately completed.
*Deposit charge is 250 to 450 Japanese yen.
*It is safe and secure, as privacy is observed.
Deposit at convenient stores
When “Arrange for deposit” is made through myPay “deposit”, customer no. and confirmation no. (or QR code) for
settlement are issued. Going through procedures at POS terminal at convenient stores such as Lawson, please
pay at cashier, which will be reflected real time on the balance of myPay.
The upper limit of total payment per one transaction is 300,000 Japanese yen.
Pay-easy ATM
When “Arrange for deposit” is made through myPay “deposit”, customer no. and confirmation no. (or QR code) for
settlement are issued. Please pay at bank’s ATM where Pay-easy is available or ATM at convenient stores, which
will be reflected real time on the balance of myPay.
SMBC deposit card
Deposit card issued by SMBC will be delivered
*Card application is needed.
Deposit can be made at SMBC, Seven Eleven, Lawson or E-net ATM.
Transfer can easily be made, by putting in your card.
If you would like to have your card issued，please contact us through inquiry form at our website. Application
documents will be sent to your registered address.
Should you have further inquiries or unclear points, please feel free to contact us.
Tel: 0120-808-774 (weekdays 09:30-17:30)
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